
 

 

First Black Lake Black Crappie Investigation 2018 

Background  

This project was conducted in response to multiple public contacts regarding the crappie population in 

First Black Lake. Concerns were expressed regarding potential overharvest on the population and the 

population/fishery potentially being compromised as a result. More specifically, there was concern over 

1) the size of the crappies and 2) the number of crappies in the First Black Lake. Unfortunately, there is 

minimal historic fisheries data on First Black Lake. Thus, in 2018, we attempted to sample the crappie 

population, and catalog the current status of the population.   

Methods 

During 2018, the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources made an effort to address the 

aforementioned concerns by collecting recent data on the fishery, focusing on black crappie population 

characteristics. Due to the quick warm-up following ice-out during spring 2018, crews were unable to 

sample First Black Lake during the spring. Thus, a fall electrofishing survey was conducted. While this is 

not directly targeting black crappies (based on water temperatures and seasonal movements), the 

survey does provide useful insight on other components of the fishery. A late-fall angling survey was also 

conducted to collect additional crappie information, and to assess the quality of the angling opportunity 

present.  

Results 

The fall electrofishing survey resulted in a very low catch rate of all species. High water conditions, 

exceptionally dark water, high water temperature, and low water-conductivity likely contributed to 

reduced efficacy of electrofishing gear. Regardless, no juvenile gamefish were documented. This 

suggests a lack of potential competition or predation on crappies by juvenile gamefish. Additionally, 

unless significant migration from upstream/downstream source populations occurs, gamefish 

recruitment within First Black Lake is likely minimal, and probably indicative of adult gamefish 

populations (i.e. muskellunge, walleye, northern pike, and largemouth/smallmouth bass). Only one black 

crappie was sampled (9”). A few bluegills, golden shiners, and white suckers were also documented in 
the survey. Since this survey did not yield the results necessary to answer the questions in focus (likely 

due to sub-optimal environmental conditions), a subsequent angling survey was done to assess the 

crappie fishery.  

Following turnover, 3 anglers fished for 4 hours on First Black Lake using various artificial baits 

periodically tipped with crappie minnows. Only crappies were targeted; 32 crappies, 1 bluegill, and 1 

muskellunge were caught. All fish were measured, and structures were taken from the crappies to 

determine age.  

Aging structures were sectioned, mounted, and viewed under a microscope in order to determine the 

number of annuli present on each respective structure. Length and age distributions were created to 

describe population structure. Length and Age data were then combined to create a ‘Growth curve’ to 
rate of growth and average maximum total length capability that can be expected for black crappies in 

First Black Lake.  

 



 

 

 

Figure 1. Black Crappie length distriution from October 2018 angling survey on First Black Lake.  

 

Figure 2. Black Crappie age distrubution from October 2018 angling survey on First Black Lake.  

 

 

Figure 3. Black Crappie Length-at-age or ‘Growth-curve’ from October 2018 angling survey on First Black 

Lake. Black data points represent observed ages at length, red line depicts a predicted growth model.  



 

 

Discussion 

Based on data collected in 2018, the First Black Lake crappie population is characterized by: moderate 

density, oscillating year-class structure, very fast growing at young ages, and very slow growing at older 

ages.  

 

The population size structure appears to be dominated by fish in the 7-10” range, although some fish 
are present up to 11.1” (Figure 1). This type of a length-distribution does not bode well for trophy 

potential but does provide an opportunity acceptable to most anglers. It is important to note that 

multiple different size classes are present. At first glance, it appears as though something may be 

‘cropping the population off’ at about 10”, which can be indicative of heavy harvest pressure by top 

predators (either muskellunge, northern pike, or humans). However, to understand this further, ages 

must be taken into consideration.  

 

By investigating the age structure, we see first that the population exhibits this oscillating year-class 

structure, or a ‘pulse’ in productivity; one strong year-class followed by multiple weak year-classes 

(Figure 2). This is very typical of black crappie populations, and often results in a ‘hot fishery’ for a few 
years, followed by a ‘lull’ for a few subsequent years, and this phenomenon becomes cyclical. This is 

often the result of direct competition among year classes. Another noteworthy attribute of this age 

structure is individuals attaining ages of 11 and 12 years of age (Figure 2). As most crappies in northern 

Wisconsin live 5-8 years, it is rare to see fish of this age in a natural population and would be extremely 

rare to see this in an over-harvested fishery.  

When we compare length-at-age to create a growth curve, we see individuals growing fast through age 

5, then ‘stalling out’ and growing slowly thereafter (Figure 3). It is noteworthy that fish are hitting the 

10” mark in about 5 years, which is exceptional when comparing First Black to similar lakes. 
Interestingly, after age 6 individuals do not grow much (‘plateau’ of the red line near 11”). This points to 

a growth limitation, not overharvest.  

Typically, growth limitations result from 1) competition with other species 2) competition within the 

same species, or 3) food limitation in the system. First, competition with other species typically occurs 

with walleyes and in some cases bluegills but given the historic data (low catches of walleyes and 

bluegills) and the habitat constraints for both species in First Black (limited had bottom spawning 

substrate), competition with other species seems unlikely. Second, competition within the same species 

is possible, and given that black crappies seem to comprise a bulk of the fishery in First Black, this is a 

plausible explanation. Finally, a food limitation is also possible, although we documented white suckers 

and golden shiners in the fall electrofishing survey, and First Black is connected to the Turtle River 

system (suggesting ample species diversity for forage). While these species are present, it is possible that 

there is very limited forage beyond young-of-the-year (fry) of these various species (which may explain 

fast growth up to 8-10”, but limits growth beyond that size without a larger-size prey base). In sum, it 

seems that a forage limitation, an abundance of similar sized crappies, or the combination of both may 

be inhibiting growth of crappies in First Black.  

Moreover, these results suggest that overharvest is not currently occurring on First Black crappies. 

Further, restrictive regulations (i.e. 10” length limit) would likely only exacerbate slow growth. Reducing 

competition among crappies, however, might result in faster growth rates and a more favorable size 

structure (i.e. targeted effort to slightly reduce the number of 7-9” crappies).  


